This paper presents a three dimensional (3D) wideband two-cluster channel model for massive multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communications. In the model, we introduce multiple confocal semi-ellipsoid models to depict the distribution of clusters in roadside environments; therefore, the statistical properties for different propagation delays can be derived and investigated. Furthermore, we adopt the birth-death process to simulate the dynamic characteristics of clusters on both the array and time axes, which efficiently characterize the non-stationarity of massive MIMO communication systems. Some comparisons of the spatial cross-correlation functions (CCFs) of propagation links via the two-cluster model with and without the cluster evolution for different taps are made. In addition, we study the temporal auto-correlation functions (ACFs) of the propagation links with respect to the different moving time of the mobile transmitter (MT) and mobile receiver (MR). Simulation results of the statistical channel characteristics nicely match those of the theoretical results, which demonstrate that our model is suitable for describing real massive MIMO V2V communication environments.
I. INTRODUCTION A. MOTIVATION
For designing and evaluating the performance of vehicleto-vehicle (V2V) communication systems in fifth-generation (5G) networks, we should gain insight into the statistical channel characteristics of V2V communications between a mobile transmitter (MT) and a mobile receiver (MR) [1] . As one of the key technologies in 5G communication systems, massive multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) has been widely used in V2V communications [2] , [3] . To create a way of testing, measuring, and validating the system performance in a realistic, repeatable, and reproducible manner, it is of vital importance to introduce massive MIMO channel models for V2V communications [4] , [5] .
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B. PRIOR WORK
The existing works have demonstrated that the approach of geometry-based stochastic channel modeling has the advantages of low complexity and high accuracy; therefore has been widely introduced in the study of V2V communication systems [6] . It is important to mention that in multipath channels, the waves from a transmitter impinge on the scatterers in the roadside environments before reaching at a receiver; therefore, the existing literatures adopt Ricean fading channels to characterize the channel characteristics for 5G V2V communications [7] , [8] . More specifically, in [9] and [10] , we proposed Ricean channels to study the channel characteristics, which adopted an ellipse model to study the channel characteristics in mobile radio communication scenarios. He et al. [11] proposed a statistical geometry-based propagation model for mobile-to-mobile (M2M) communication environments, which assumed that the propagation links experience single reflection in wireless channels; and meanwhile, the distribution of clusters are assumed to be located uniformly within a two-ring model between a transmitter and a receiver.
According to the measurements in V2V communication scenarios, the authors in [12] have shown that the performance estimation of V2V communication systems based on the three dimensional (3D) channel models is more accurate to reflect the real V2V communication environments than those based on the two dimensional (2D) channel models. Accordingly, in [13] , we proposed a 3D channel model for V2V communications, which introduced a semiellipsoid model to describe the distribution of clusters in roadside environments. The authors in [14] introduced a elliptic-cylinder channel model to depict the stationary roadside environments. It has been stated in [15] that, when the transceivers are in high-speed communication scenarios, we should consider the time-varying parameters to study the dynamic characteristics of wireless channels. In light of this, the authors in [16] introduced the time-varying angle of departure (AoD) and angle of arrival (AoA) to characterize the non-stationary properties of V2V channels. In [17] , we adopted the time-varying propagation links to describe the dynamic characteristics of V2V communications. Furthermore, the authors in [18] presented a 3D massive MIMO channel model for 5G high-speed train wireless communications, which studied the cluster evolution to model the channel non-stationary properties in space, time, and frequency domains. The authors in [19] proposed a 3D wideband twincluster for 5G massive channel model, which introduced the birth-death process to model the dynamic characteristics of clusters.
In V2V channels, the waves from a MT to a MR experience the propagation links scattered by the roadside environments and the links scattered by the moving vehicles around the transceivers. Measurements in [20] have demonstrated that the propagation links with different delays have distinct contributions to the channel characteristics. Therefore, it is important to study the propagation characteristics of wideband V2V channels for different delays, i.e., per-tap channel characteristics. More specifically, the authors in [21] adopted multiple confocal ellipses to model different distributions of scatterers, which studied the channel characteristics for different propagation delays. In reality, they are of significant importance for wideband V2V channels. However, in [21] , the angular spreading of the waves in an elevation plane was ignored. The authors in [16] used the multiple confocal elliptic-cylinder models to depict the roadside environments, which investigated the channel characteristic for different taps.
C. MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS
In this paper, we present a 3D wideband two-cluster channel model for massive MIMO V2V communications in semiellipsoid environments, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The main contributions of this paper are as follows: (1) First, we introduce the birth-death process to characterize the appearance and disappearance of clusters on both the array and time axes, which efficiently characterize the nonstationarity of massive MIMO communication systems.
(2) Next, we derive and investigate the important channel characteristics of the proposed model. They are the spatial cross-correlation functions (CCFs) of the propagation links via the two-cluster model with and without the cluster evolution for different taps and the temporal auto-correlation functions (ACFs) of the propagation links with respect to the different moving time of the MT and MR.
(3) Finally, we adopt multiple confocal semi-ellipsoids describe the communication environments between the MT and MR in V2V channels, which is able to model the clusters with the identical delays on the identical semi-ellipsoid, while different semi-ellipsoids can be used to represent the clusters with different propagation delays.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II details the channel model for the proposed wideband massive MIMO V2V communication systems. In Section III, the statistical propagation properties are derived and thoroughly investigated. In Section IV, numerical results and discussions are provided. Finally, our conclusions are presented in Section V.
II. SYSTEM CHANNEL MODEL
Let us consider a 3D wideband two-cluster channel model for massive MIMO V2V communication environments, where the transmit and receive arrays are equipped with uniform linear array (ULA) with M T and M R omnidirectional antennas, as shown in Fig. 1 . It is important mention that the ellipse model is the physical basis for modeling the distribution of scatterers in wideband channels. Therefore, when the waves from a transmitter experience the multipaths with the similar propagation delays to the receiver, the distribution of scatterers can be modeled by an ellipse model with the and receiver located at the foci [10] . Since measurements in [12] have demonstrated that 3D channel models are more accurate than 2D models to reflect the scattering environments in V2V channels. The author in [14] and [16] introduced the cylinder model to describe roadside environments. However, the scatterers located on the cylinder did not have identical delays and the complexity of the channel model is extremely high, which negated the advantage of elliptic models for investigating the characteristics of wideband channels. To address the above issue, we introduce multiple confocal semi-ellipsoids describe the communication environments between the MT and MR in V2V channels, which is able to model the clusters with the identical delays on the identical semi-ellipsoid, while different semi-ellipsoids can be used to represent the clusters with different propagation delays.
In the proposed model, we define a and b as the semiellipsoid's semi-lengths on the major axis (i.e., x-axis) and minor axis (i.e., y-axis), respectively. The semi-length of the -th semi-ellipsoid model on the z-axis is also denoted as b . The distance between the center points of the MT and MR antenna arrays is denoted as D. Furthermore, we define Cluster T ,n ,1 as the first bounce of the propagation link at the MT, Cluster R,n ,2 as the last bounce of the propagation link at the MR. It is assumed that the Cluster T ,n ,1 and Cluster R,n ,2 are distributed on the surface of the -th semi-ellipsoid model. Assume that there are N ,1 scatterers in the Cluster T ,n ,1 , where the n ,1 -th (n ,1 = 1, 2, . . . , N ,1 ) scatterer is defined as s (n ,1 ) . Suppose there are N ,2 scatterers in the Cluster R,n ,2 , and the n ,2 -th (n ,1 = 1, 2, . . . , N ,2 ) scatterer is defined as s (n ,2 ) .
A. COMPLEX CIRs
In the following, we aim to characterize the physical characteristics of the proposed massive MIMO channel model, which can be described by a matrix
Here, h pq (t, τ ) denotes the complex channel impulse response (CIR) of the propagation link between the p-th (p = 1, . . . , M T ) transmit antenna and q-th (q = 1, . . . , M R ) receive antenna, which can be expressed as
is the complex tap coefficient of the propagation link between the p-th transmit antenna and q-th receive antenna. L is the total number of the taps. It is assumed that the line-of-sight (LoS) and non-LoS (NLoS) propagation links are independent to each other; therefore, the complex tap coefficient for the first tap ( = 1) from the p-th transmit antenna to the q-th receive antenna can be expressed as [22] 
with
where ξ pq (t) denotes the distance of the propagation link from the p-th transmit antenna directly to the q-th receive antenna.
Here, when we introduce the law of cosines, the expression of the ξ pq (t) can be approximated as
where δ Rx = δ R cos ψ R , with δ R representing the adjacent spacing between two different antennas at the MR, ψ R representing the orientation of the receive antenna array relative to the positive direction of the x-axis. Parameter ξ pq,n 1,1 ,n 1,2 (t) = ξ pn 1,1 (t) + ξ qn 1,2 (t) denotes the distance of the propagation link from the p-th transmit antenna firstly impinge on the Cluster T ,n ,1 and then via a visual link to the Cluster R,n ,2 , finally arriving at q-th receive antenna. Here, K denotes the Ricean factor, f c is carrier frequency, λ is the wavelength, and (t) and β (n 1,2 ) R (t) are the time-varying AAoA and EAoA for the propagation link from the MR to the Cluster R,n ,2 , respectively. It is important to mention that the propagation space between the Cluster T ,n ,1 and Cluster R,n ,2 can be abstracted as a virtual link [16] , and follows exponential distribution.
However, the complex tap coefficient for other taps (1 < ≤ L) from the p-th transmit antenna to the q-th receive antenna can be expressed as
where ξ pq,n ,1 ,n ,2 (t) = ξ pn ,1 (t)+ξ qn ,2 (t) denotes the distance of the propagation link from the p-th transmit antenna to the q-th receive antenna via the two-cluster model on the -th semi-ellipsoid. Parameter ξ pn ,1 (t) is the distance of the link from the p-th transmit antenna to the Cluster T ,n ,1 , ξ qn ,2 (t) is the distance from the q-th receive antenna to the Cluster R,n ,2 . The ξ pn ,1 (t) and ξ qn ,2 (t) can be approximated in (6) and (7), as shown at the bottom of this page, respectively. Furthermore, we should mention that the β (n ,1 ) T (t) and β (n ,2 ) R (t) are the time-varying EAoD and EAoA of the propagation link for the -th tap, which can be derived in (10) and (11), as shown at the bottom of this page, respectively. The α (n ,1 ) T (t) and α (n ,2 ) R (t) are the time-varying AAoD and AAoA of the propagation link for the -th tap, which can be respectively expressed as
In the following part, we assume that the number of scatterers in the Cluster T ,n ,1 and Cluster R,n ,2 approaches to being infinity. In light of this, we can replace the discrete variables α 
where α 
B. NON-STATIONARY PROPERTIES
For investigating the dynamic channel characteristics of the proposed massive MIMO communication system in the time, space, and frequency domains, we introduce the birth-death process to simulate the disappearance and evolution of clusters on both the time and array axes [19] . To be specific, the clusters ϒ T ,1 = { T ,x : = 1, 2, . . . , } and ϒ R,1 = { R,x : = 1, 2, . . . , } are assumed to be known at the initial time instant, where denotes the number of the initial scatterers in the Cluster T ,n ,1 and Cluster R,n ,2 . Therefore, at the time instant t, we can obtain
where the operator E −→ denotes cluster evolution on either the array or time axis. The survival probabilities of the clusters at the MT P T ,survival and the MR P R,survival can be modeled as
exponential functions
where ν a denotes the scenario-dependent correlation factor on the array axis. Furthermore, based on the birth-death process, the average number of newly generated clusters on the array axis, denoted as N T ,new and N R,new , can be expressed as
where E[·] denotes the expectation. The ζ G and ζ R are the cluster generation rate and cluster recombination rate, respectively. Therefore, the survival probability P survival ( t) of a cluster after t can be expressed as
where P F denotes the percentage of moving clusters. Parameter ν c is a scenario-dependent coefficient describing space correlation factor. The v T and v R are the average relative moving velocities of the MT and MR, respectively. At the same time, the generating random number of new clusters based on birth-death process on the time axis can be expressed as
By substituting (21) into (22), we can investigate the dynamic properties of clusters on both the array and time axes, which will be discussed below.
III. STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF THE PROPOSED MODEL
It is stated in [17] that the complex CIRs of wireless channel models can be used to investigate the statistical propagation properties of communication systems. In the following part, we introduce the spatial CCFs to quantify the correlations between the propagation links via the two-cluster model on the semi-ellipsoid. In our model, the spatial CCF between the propagation link from the p-th transmit antenna to the q-th receive antenna and the link from the p -th (p = 1, 2, ..., M T ) transmit antenna to the q -th (q = 1, 2, ..., M R ) receive antenna can be defined as the correlation between the complex CIRs h ,pq (t) and h ,p q (t). Therefore, we can obtain
where (·) * denotes the complex conjugate operation. It is important to mention that when a cluster evolves from h ,pq (t) to h ,p q (t), the survival probability is e −ζ R |p−p |δ T +|q−q |δ R ν −1 a . By substituting (2) into (23), the spatial CCF of two direct propagation links can be expressed as
By substituting (4) into (23), the spatial CCF of the propagation links via the two-cluster model on the -th semiellipsoid can be expressed as in (25), as shown at the bottom of this page. Next, when we set p = p and q = q , the expression of the temporal ACFs of the propagation links can be obtained.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, we mainly study the statistical propagation properties of the proposed wideband massive MIMO channel model with and without the cluster evolution. By using (25), Figure 2 shows the spatial CCFs of the propagation links via the two-cluster model for different taps. It can be observed that the spatial CCFs of the proposed model for the first tap are higher than those for the second tap, which confirm with the conclusions in [16] . According to the comparisons of the spatial CCFs of the propagation links with and without the cluster evolution, we notice that the spatial correlation without the cluster evolution are slightly higher than those with the cluster evolution. In light of this, we can conclude that when we increase the numbers of the antennas of the transmit and receive arrays in wireless communications,
ξpq,n ,1 ,n ,2 (t)−ξ p q ,n ,1 ,n ,2 we can obtain the better system performances, which further verify the superiority of massive MIMO communication systems. Figure 3 shows the spatial CCFs of the propagation links for different moving time of the MT and MR. It can be seen that the curves of the spatial CCFs have different behaviors as the moving time t varies from 0 to 2 s, which are in agreement with the results in [16] . Note that the spatial CCFs gradually decrease as the adjacent spacing between two different receive antennas increases, which is in agreement with the results in Fig. 2 . Simulation results of the spatial CCFs for different moving time t match the theoretical results very well, which validate the correctness of our derivations and analysis. Figure 4 shows the temporal ACFs of the NLoS propagation links for different moving time of the MT and MR. It can be observed that the temporal correlation gradually decrease as the time difference t increases, which fit the results in [22] very well, thereby demonstrating the accuracy of the above analysis. Here, it is worth mentioning that the impacts of the cluster evolution on the temporal ACFs are insignificant. Simulation results of the temporal ACFs for different moving time t match the theoretical results very well, which demonstrates the accuracy of our derivations.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a 3D wideband two-cluster channel model for massive MIMO V2V communications in semi-ellipsoid environments, which simulates the dynamic characteristics of clusters on both the time and array axes. In the model, we introduce multiple confocal semi-ellipsoids to model the clusters with the different propagation delays. Therefore, the channel characteristics for different taps have been derived and investigated. It has been demonstrated that the spatial CCFs of the propagation links via the two-cluster model without the cluster evolution are higher than those with the cluster evolution. The spatial CCFs have different behaviors as the moving time varies. It is also shown that the impacts of the cluster evolution on the temporal ACFs are insignificant. Simulation results of the spatial CCFs and temporal ACFs match the theoretical results very well, which validates the correctness of our analysis and derivations.
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